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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: SNIBBLE 
CORP FILES PATENT PROTECTION FOR 
ITS UNQUE SOCIAL VIDEO PLATFORM.

TORONTO Feb 7 2020: Snibble, the world’s first premium social 
video platform, announced today the issuance to it by the US 
Patent Office of a provisional patent that covers the
integration of streaming video and social media securing the 
company’s technical advantage in the fast-growing video 
streaming business.

The patent for invention application number 62/966,068 is for a 
wireless system for distributing premium rights-protected video 
alongside real-time social media messaging allowing viewers to 
share video with invited friends, comment and watch together in 
real time.

“Snibble is the first platform that allows users to seamlessly 
share video and have conversations around videos as part of 
their daily social routine” said Blair Currie, CEO, Snibble Corp. 
“This is the first of several patents we’ll be issuing to protect our 
Snibble technical lead in this highly competitive market and it 
adds confirmation to Snibble Corp’s leadership in developing 
ground breaking technology that allows consumers to share 
entertainment.”

About Snibble Corp

Snibble is the first premium mobile video platform that seamlessly combines what Gen Z and 
Millennials do most on their phones – watch video and engage with social media. Using
Snibble’s proprietary technology users can find, watch and share the world’s best video content 
with their closest group of friends in a private social network. This highly engaged Gen Z
audience offers marketers high quality brand exposure and measurability.

Based in Toronto, Canada, one of the leading tech markets in the world, Snibble has raised over 
$2 million from private investors to bring this unique premium social video vision to market. 
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Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act:

With the exception of the historical information contained in this release, the matters
described herein contain forward-looking statements that involve risk and uncertainties 
that may individually or mutually impact the matters herein described, including but not 
limited to, product acceptance, the ability to continually obtained increased orders of 
its products, the ability to meet installation goals, economic, competitive, governmental 
impacts, whether pending patents will be granted or defendable, validity of intellectual 
property and patents, the ability to license patents, the ability to commercialize
developmental products, as well as technological and/or other factors.
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